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Abstract
With the development of network technology, the data capacity become more abundant.
How to effectively manage the data, the retrieval more quickly, accurately, improve the
data classification accuracy becomes crucial. The BP neural network algorithm with its
learning speed, strong ability to adapt and is widely used in network in data mining. Exist
but its convergence rate is not high and big error and other shortcomings, therefore, on
the basis of traditional algorithm, an improved BP neural network algorithm is put
forward. Low error, through experimental analysis, the improved algorithm convergence
rate is better.
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1. Introduction
The application of computer has deep into every aspect of life, and continues to affect
our life. Since the birth of the computer, processing data and information has become one
of the main job of it. Along with the wide application of computer technology and the
advent of the era of information, we have in the information is everywhere, everywhere
without time. In order to effectively use and found huge amounts of information that exist
in a lot of knowledge, data mining technology arises at the historic moment, and with the
help of many scholars and enterprises at home and abroad. Now Internet global link up, to
realize the global information sharing. When we never leave home can understand world
immediately, make friends, we are also from like a vast sea of information for how to grab
a ladle knowledge of what we need. Network data mining technique combined with the
traditional mining algorithm and the special characteristics of network information, the
Internet information mining, let's get useful knowledge from the Internet. Nowadays, data
mining technology on the network and web search technology rapid development, and
then there are many famous company, on the other hand, the progress of the applied
technology and promote the rapid development of the network data mining technology,
the network data mining theory, whether in study or in applications as we need and we
may need to keep pace with The Times. However, on the network data mining still have a
lot of things to do, have a lot of problems need to study, there are many aspects to discuss
[1-2].
In practice, how to fast and accurately obtain the information from the Internet has
become an important standard of the user experience. In addition, the social
informatization degree is higher and higher, the individuality service will become a trend,
we hope that you can according to the characteristics and needs of the users system give
personalized service, vary from person to person. This is especially need to extract
knowledge from information in the targeted guidance to service in the future. Web data
mining technology according to the different characteristics of network information from
different directions at the information on the mining, make everyone can contain vast
amounts of information from the Internet in the access to knowledge, they want as far as
possible let users get accurate and the desired results. And with the use of multimedia
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technology on the network, the development of network technology, multimedia
information and the 3 d information mining is becoming more and more important,
however, no matter in the mining process, the classification of information is necessary
for mining and is of vital importance.
In the process of web content mining need to network data document classification
effectively, it is found that the one of knowledge and its important part.When classifying
network data documents, can a good classifier algorithm in the process of document data
mining based on data acquisition, word processing, data processing and characteristics of
library work effectively and finally complete the classification of the critical work.Data
classification results directly affect the final result of web data mining, so the design of
the data classifier algorithm is very important.A good classifier algorithm can work
effectively on the basis of the icing on the cake, in front of the classification of network
data document accurately and effectively, thus improve the performance of web content
mining [3].

2. Related Works
2.1. Data Mining Technology
Dug up from huge amounts of data in data mining, it is implied in the reserves - the
process of knowledge. Generally believe that data mining has broad sense and narrow
sense, broad, also known as knowledge discovery in database, data mining from large,
incomplete, noisy, not clear and random data, extract contains in it, people don't know in
advance, but it is potentially useful information and knowledge of the process. Data
mining technology in its narrow sense refers to the use of various analysis tools found in
the huge amounts of data model and data of the relationship between process, is an
important step in the process of knowledge discovery. Data mining is the term first
appeared in the United States Detroit at the international joint conference on artificial
intelligence symposium. A few years later, as the technology mature, a considerable
amount of data mining products and application system also emerged, and won. In recent
years, the personnel engaged in research and development of data mining in over 80
countries around the world, also from the research of data mining algorithm to the
commercialization of the specific application. Data mining technology to cross the many
other discipline knowledge, in different areas have different application, involves the
database technology, statistics, pattern recognition, signal processing, artificial
intelligence and machine learning disciplines. Data mining is a kind of decision support
process, it is mainly based on artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and so on
technology, highly automated analysis of original data for inductive reasoning, dig out the
potential patterns, predict the behavior of users and help enterprise decision-makers to
adjust market strategy, reduce risk, make the right decisions. At present, the typical data
mining research field with association rules, classification, clustering, prediction and web
mining, etc. Data mining technology has become an important direction of applied
research. Many large companies both at home and abroad are focused on the research and
application of data mining technology, and developed many widely used data mining
system.
Starting from the different applications, data mining can be divided into different
categories. Depending on the type of database classification, according to the technology
and method of classification, depending on the type of knowledge mining classification,
according to the application field of data mining classification, etc.
1 according to the mining database type classification
Data mining must be based on a certain data sources, these data sources may be a
variety of database. If was conducted on the basis of relational database, data mining is
called a relational database; If was conducted on the basis of object-oriented database,
data mining is called object-oriented databases. Similarly, for what type of database, is
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based on this type of database data mining."Accordingly, and relationship - objects of data
mining, transactional data mining, multimedia data mining, interpretation of data mining,
data, spatial data mining, data mining/time sequence data mining, data mining, data
warehouse, data mining, etc.
2 according to the technology and method of classification
According to the data mining technology and methods adopted by the data mining can
be divided into the following categories: supervised and unsupervised data mining of data
mining, found that drive them, interactive data mining, data mining machine data mining,
statistical analysis of data mining, fuzzy data mining, biological technology, data mining
and visualization of data mining.
3 depending on the type of knowledge mining classification
Depending on the type of knowledge mining can be divided into mining association
rules, characteristics of rule mining, classification rule mining, clustering rule mining,
mining sequence rules, deviation rule mining, outlier mining and so on.
According to the application domain classification mining. For different industries can
be divided into: the telecoms industry's ethos of data mining, data mining of the financial
industry, retail industry data mining in the field of data mining, medical and health, sports,
such as data mining and data mining on the Internet [4-6].
Data mining is a repeated interaction process, require multiple steps associated with
each other. And target according to the requirements of application, as well as the data
sources and different meanings, step will have some changes, in general, the data mining
process is divided into five stages: data preparation, data selection, data preprocessing,
data mining and conversion mode and the evaluation of the model. The basic process of
data mining is shown in Figure 1.

Data

Data
Target data
selection

Data
Pretreatment Data
preprocessing
of data
mining

Model

Transformation model
Kownledge
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Figure 1. Basic Data Mining Process

2.2. The BP Neural Network Algorithm
Back neural network BP neural network is error, it is a kind of forward network, only to
the prequel value process, did not return to the feedback network of neurons in layer, the
number of neurons in each layer are not fixed, all neurons are arranged in the input layer
and output layer and hidden layer. Connected to the output of the neuron is passed to it the
next layer of neurons, the state of the connection weights will transfer control. In addition
to the input layer, all other input layer neurons from a layer and its output weighted and
related neurons. Neurons are both activation degree by the input, activation functions and
threshold is decided by the combination results. The BP neural network can be divided
into learning stage and working stage of two major parts. Learning phase of the input
information from the input layer, along the hidden layer and transmitted to the output
layer. On the transfer process, a layer of information will only be a layer of neurons state,
under the influence of information in each layer will be fully processed. If the output and I
hope the results don't match, has bigger error and output error are calculated, the reverse
error transfer, and achieve the purpose of modifying weights of each layer neurons, as far
as possible to the minimum error control. After repeated learning connection weights of
each layer neurons are sure down, connection weights will not change during the work.
Work, information from the input layer began to spread, and finally results in the output
layer. Abnormalities is important in the BP neural network of error back propagation
process, the work of the final output has a direct impact, but also indirectly has very
important influence on the characteristics of the algorithm. Error calculation using the
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objective function is defined as the actual output and usually want to output the error sum
of squares of general gradient descent method is used to derive the calculation formula of
sometimes also use other methods.
Online learning through such positive output and repeatedly back propagation error
calculation, the error of the output will be more and more small, right to the final value
converges to a fixed value, end of the learning process, the algorithm can work. During
the learning network typically carried out in accordance with the normal working process
of the strict training.
The training process of BP network learning algorithm is as follows:
(1) selected from a sample set sample, the sample information input to the network.
(2) network along the positive generated output.
(3) the calculation error of the actual output and the expected output.
(4) by the output layer along the original path reverse calculation, according to the
network connection weights to adjust the right value, reduce the error.
(5) repeat the above work, making sample focusing all sample training error specified
error precision is satisfied.
At this point, the network connection weights between nodes are fixed, the network is
ready to, can work. At this point, you can use the Internet to deal with the unknown
sample.
The BP neural network algorithm can be applied in many fields, it should be paid
attention to when using the following features:
(1) BP neural network algorithm can be transformed into nonlinear problem, the
problem of input, output, cumulative value using the gradient descent method, through
calculating the error precision meet the requirements for many times, to join the hidden
nodes to make results more accurate, normally according to the using performance usually
set hidden layer to layer.
(2) The essay to realize nonlinear mapping of input and output. The BP neural network
algorithm can complete the nonlinear mapping of input and output information, if the
input number is m, n, number of output information is completed m d to n dimensional
space transformation. BP network by superimposing the ordinary nonlinear processing
unit, the stronger ability of nonlinear.
(3) global approximation network. f(x) function within the scope of considerable value
in the variable x to a non-zero value. This makes the network within the global scope can
keep normal work performance.
(4) the generalization ability. In the BP neural network, the general in order to obtain
good generalization ability, in addition to the training sample set must exist, also need to
test sample set for generalization ability test. In the process of online learning, the general
system error will decrease with a lot of training, but sometimes the test sample system
error, this shows that the network generalization ability weakened, work will produce
unexpected results. In addition, the number of hidden layer and hidden layer node number
also has a great influence to the network generalization ability, the general principle is: the
network structure is simpler, better generalization ability [7-8].
BP network model is one of the important model of neural network, are widely used in
many fields, but it also has many disadvantages: from the Angle of mathematics, a
nonlinear optimization problem is sure to bring a local minimum point, and minimum
point problems will affect the network performance. In addition, there is also the initial
weights set has a significant effect on convergence speed; The algorithm convergence
speed slower; Number of nodes in the hidden layer and hidden layer to determine the
general selection according to the experience of the designer, there is no formula can rely
on.
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2.3. Improved BP Neural Network Algorithm
The structure of the BP neural network algorithm to choose the convergence rate of the
network and rational utilization of network resources play an important role. In the
determination of hidden layer in the determination of network structure is very
complicated, if the number of hidden layer neurons is too little, the input vector is not
accurate approximation; If the number of hidden layer neurons is too much, can make
algorithm is complex, and waste of hardware resources. Usually the number of hidden
layer determined by experience, but this method has limitations to solve the problem of
complex network, thus the determination of hidden layer structure is very important. Can
through the number of hidden layers and the number of hidden layer neurons to determine
the hidden layer structure. We assume that the hidden layer is L, each layer of neurons
with Ai, I from 1 to L, the weighting coefficient of each neuron is WiAi, on the basis of
fuzzy theory we can for each weight coefficient is given a UiAi weighting method, we can
according to the fuzzy concept definition of hidden layer structure, namely: H =
{UiAi/WiAi}, according to the different network requirements, we can get to determine
whether hidden layer neurons meet the threshold condition of the appropriate threshold.

1, iAi   

0, iAi   

 iAi  

(1)

θ is the threshold. Algorithm after complete the calculation, the hidden layer is
M   iAi iAi / wiAi  accordingly. Usually additional momentum factor is a constant,
constant introduction of usually plays a different role in network optimization. If the
additional momentum factor is too small, the convergence rate is slow, the stability of the
network is poor; If the additional momentum factor is too large, the algorithm excessive
emphasis on the former weakened the derivative of the gradient descent of BP network.
The change of the trend according to the error adjusting additional momentum, and the
specific algorithm is [9-10]:

E  1

 (t  1)   1 (t )
E   2
 (t  1)   2 (t )
 2  E  1
 (t  1)   (t )

(2)

3. The Application of Improved BP Network Algorithm in Data Mining
3.1. The Data Feature Extraction
Feature extraction in data classification system is very important, it directly with the
result of classification and the classification of the follow-up work produce very big effect.
A set of feature item must has the following two characteristics: (1) completeness, feature
to be able to summarize all the data content;2 distinctiveness, feature sets to be able to
make data between separate from each other. Tectonic characteristics itemsets in addition
to strong generalization ability and profound knowledge, best with linguists according to
the principle of extracting feature of common human manually.
3.2. The Structure Characteristics of Itemsets
Suppose you have classified data M group, general construction steps of the feature set
according to the following process:
Step 1: to summarize the characteristics of the M set of data items, and each feature in
the data to the statistics, the number of occurrences of the result set: the inductive
available character D1, D2,...And DM. And then according to the given threshold θ, remove
the data, the characteristics of frequency is lower than the θ items available for each set of
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data the new characteristics of collection: C1 and C2,..., CM.

C1  T11 , T21..., TN11

C2  T12 , T22 ..., TN22 

(3)

...
M
CM  T1M , T2M ..., TNM


Step 2: calculate M a collection and set, will agree to word, word escape and synonyms
induction for the same feature, available and set: C = C1U C2U...U CM={T1, T2,...TN}, then
all data sets: the characteristics of a {T1, T2,...TN}.
3.3. The Structure of the Eigenvectors
Feature item set {T1, T2,..., TN}, each set of data items feature vector by each group of
data in feature determined according to the number of episodes. Also should be
specifically to high frequency characteristics of increasing data, specifically to low degree
of the characteristics of the frequency decrease data. Specific steps are as follows:
Step 1: statistical characteristic result set {T1, T2,..., TN} characteristics in the M set of
data items in the number of occurrences of each group.
Step 2: according to the characteristics of the data generated by the following formula
M group vector set {f (Tm1), f (Tm2), and f (TmN)}, (m = 1, 2,..., M).

f (Tmk )  Vmk lg(

N
 0.5)(m  1, 2,..., M ; k  1, 2,..., N )
Nk

(4)

Here, the Vmk characterization of feature Tk in data m, the number of occurrences of N
represents the total number of data, Nk represents a feature of the total number of data Tk.
Step 3: to deal with the above feature vector, to get the final data characteristic vector
TM = {Tm1, Tm2,...., TmN}, (m = 1, 2,..., M).
The model will be the traditional BP neural network in structure, in order to in a variety
of identification model can meet the requirements of precision. This model can improve
the classification ability of data classification, but also corresponding network structure is
complicated. In this article each subnets corresponding to a data classification, already so
distracted the network load, and improved the precision of the network.
3.4. Data Partitioning
Now has divided the data set M group category, classification processing according to
the following steps:
(1) to extract feature, generate feature vector;
(2)Diction of network parameters initialization: subnet number (h);Subnet number
information input values (z);Error range £;Vector for α;Inertia coefficient of β.The
cumulative number of repeated c; Most times repeatedly Max;
(3) the hidden layer and the threshold given initial value;
(4) to calculate the final output and classification error E;
(5) if E< £ or c > Max jump (7);
(6)to modify each layer of the weights and thresholds, c = c+1, jump to (4);
(7) get the final results, end of the training.
After training, you can use the parallel BP network for data classification [11-13].

4. The Experimental Results and Analysis
According to the Internet with tourism as the theme of the classification of the web site,
tourism website is generally divided into the following eight kinds of conditions: (1) the
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tourist attractions;(2) the travel guide;(3) the travel agency;(4) hotels;(5) car rental
service,(6) tourist traffic,(7) overseas travel;(8) tourism comprehensive information.
Usually by the recall ratio and precision measuring algorithm, their corresponding
calculation formula for:
(1) recall (Hi) = Tn/N, Tn class by the number of data to be correctly classified as Hi;
The number of data in the N is originally belong to Hi.
(2) precision (Hi) = Tn/Hn, Tn is properly classified as the number of Hi class of data; Hn
to be classified as the number of Hi class of data.
Use of baidu's web site to retrieve the above categories, select some of these pages,
form 1500 sample data set. Select 1000 as the training sample set, the rest of 500 as test
sample set. After analysis of all web pages and the organization, form feature, 81, 1500
web pages are reasonable coding, so that the algorithm can convenient for subsequent
processing. As shown in Table 1 for part of the code [14-15].
Table 1. Web Coding Results
Num

Tourist
attractions

The travel
guide

Travel
information

…

1

0.15

1.10

0.35

…

2

0.30

0.05

0.15

…

3

0.25

0.25

0.15

…

4

1.25

0.15

0.25

…

…

…

…

…

…

1500

0.20

0.15

0.20

Document category
Category
Category
name
number
The travel
2
guide
Car rental
5
service
The travel
3
agency
Tourist
1
attractions
…
…
Overseas
7
travel

Subnet number is consistent with the classification number, each subnet has a hidden
layer; Subnet number input information is summarized the characteristics of the item
number; According to the new and improved BP algorithm and the experiment of concrete
data can determine the subnet number of hidden layer nodes take 40;Per subnet has an
output node; The final total results by binary number, take five nodes. Error precision
£=0.05, the learning speed of α=0.15, inertia coefficient β=0.55, the highest repetitions
Max = 5500, actual repeat 3860 times of convergence. From the training results can see
the recall ratio and precision is high, such as in Table 2.
Table 2. Classification Result Table
category
Tourist
attractions
The travel
guide
The travel
agency
The hotel
restaurant
Car rental
service
Tourist traffic
Overseas

Subclasses
page number

Network
identification
number

Identify the
correct
number

Recall ratio
(%)

Precision
(%)

150

155

149

0.99

0.96

150

148

145

0.97

0.98

150

156

142

0.95

0.91

150

152

143

0.95

0.94

150

142

138

0.92

0.97

150
150

145
155

140
147

0.93
0.98

0.97
0.95
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travel
Tourism
comprehensive
information
Total

150

147

136

0.91

0.93

1200

1200

1140

0.95

0.95

Next use learn good network to test set of targeted 450 web pages are classified, the test
results can be recall ratio and precision are more than 90%, close to comparing with the
results of classification of training, indicate that network generalization ability is stronger,
classification model has better performance. Based on the same training sample and test
sample sets, using the three layers BP network topology, the input information every time
81, output information three at a time. Set the number of hidden layer nodes is 85, the
repeat count for 12043 times, the accuracy of the testing sample set is 78%;Set the
number of hidden layer nodes is 115, the repeat count for 9546 times, the accuracy of the
testing sample set is only 66%.This shows that the new and improved BP algorithm and
multiple subnets can effectively deal with the combination of high latitude parallel
topology sample classification problem, while the normal BP network will be a slow
convergence speed, easy to appear the phenomenon such as fitting, in this paper, the
network up to avoid these problems very well.

5. Conclusion
Web data mining technology are introduced in detail in this paper, the semi structured
information at the time of the network data mining, processing, and detailed introduction
to the data in the process of data mining classification algorithm, the advantages and
disadvantages of the main ideas of the classification algorithm and the algorithm, and on
the basis of deep understanding of the BP neural network algorithm is combined with the
new improved algorithm of BP neural network using multiple subnet topology structure of
parallel classifying network data, raises the convergence rate and reduce the size of the
classification of the classification error.
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